Infinite Prosperity with Chinese Numerology

(it also explains how to use Chinese Numerology to enhance any other ritual)

I’ll let you in on a Feng Shui Master’s secret!
It’s common knowledge that Chinese consider the number 8 to be most auspicious. In reality, the
Masters know that there are three “White Auspicious Numbers” in the Eastern numerology system.
These numbers are 1, 6 and 8. These three White Numbers are considered very auspicious if used in
any combination. There is another number that energizes anything it comes in contact with and
multiplies anything good (or bad). This number is called the great multiplier and it is number 9.
We want to use all this knowledge to encourage more prosperity – to tip the prosperity scale in our
favor. We can also use this knowledge to help us with any other ritual and to generally design your life.

Number 8 is considered the most auspicious because it represents – resembles – infinity standing up.

Chinese eternal knot, aka, mystic knot. This pattern is used in many wise ancient cultures, such as
Celtic, Vedic Rus (Russian), Tibetan, Hindu. The eternal knot capitalizes on the white auspicious
numbers. There are 6 infinities, or 6 number 8’s weaved together in the infinity knot.
Chinese are very fond of using number 8 on their car registration plates, in phone numbers, and
especially in their street numbers. If it’s one’s home of office and the number of such property is 888,
the owner is considered supremely lucky indeed. Chances are, the owner paid through the nose for such
privilege. Sometimes you can see the car license plates, such as ‘Lucky 888.’ This is also something the
owner of the car paid a hefty sum for.

NOTE!
The triple eight 888 is considered especially lucky. It is also considered especially lucky to have
any number ending in 8. It is also great if any number simply contains one or more 8.
I personally like balance and I believe in using various numbers. For example, the usage together of all
three white numbers is great: 168. This denotes three types of luck: victory, heavenly help and
prosperity.
The usage of eight together with the great multiplier 9 is also great: 98 or 89.

The Tibetan Buddhists have their own twist on Eastern Numerology. Their most revered number is 108.
For example, when a prayer is said, it is repeated 108 times. This is considered the divine number in
Tibet.
It is good to keep this in mind for any prayer or spiritual ritual!
There are also great combos that are said to bring long-lasting and very treasured good fortune,
especially if they are found in your Flying Star chart. These are: 258, 369 and come sequential trios.

We also use Chinese Numerology to determine two crucial for the practice of Feng Shui things (this is
info only – these usages are beyond the scope of this report):
1. The annual, natal and monthly Flying Star movements (based on the advanced Flying Star Feng
Shui, mainly practiced in Hong Kong and Malaysia).
2. The correspondence of each number to the 5 Elements and 8 Aspirations.

3. We use it to determine your personal luck and fortune number, known as the KUA number.
Lada Ray uses KUA number, based on numerology and each number’s correspondence to the 5
Elements and 8 Aspirations, to create your personal fortune and luck empowerment chart.
You can obtain this chart, along with the complete personalized report by ordering: Your Personal
Feng Shui Empowerment &Success Report:

BRIEF GUIDE TO EACH NUMBER
ACCORDING TO CHINESE (EASTERN) NUMEROLOGY
In Chinese Numerology we consider only numbers 1 through 9.
NOTE! The meanings of numbers according to Western and Eastern-based systems sometimes are
close, but sometimes they differ dramatically!
I will give you the meanings based on several things: numerology, Chinese philosophy, the 5 Elements
theory, 8 Aspirations theory, compass directions, and Flying Stars.
Note that the meanings based on different systems may appear to contradict each other! In the end, this
demonstrates yet again that there are no ‘good’ or ‘bad’ numbers – it is the meaning we put into them
and how we use them that counts!
1 – Victory, first (you’re No. 1), bold, leadership, achievement, career, money, water.
Corresponding direction: North. White star number – very lucky.
2 – Yin/yang, together, unity, mother earth, female empowerment, love.
Corresponding direction: South-West. In Flying Star Feng Shui: illness star.
3 – Trinity and three realms of existence. Wood, big tree. Corresponding direction: East. Writer –
philosopher – thinker. In Flying Star Feng Shui: quarrel, disharmony, three killings.
4 – Corresponding direction: South-East. Small wood, flowers. Wealth.
The green star number: lucky for writers, speakers, creative people. Study and accomplishment.
Peach blossom (romance) number. Flying Star Feng Shui: great for students, writers, scholastic
achievement.
Strangely enough, Chinese consider 4 to be symbolic of death as the word for it in Chinese resembles
the word for ‘death’ - but this is more of a Chinese superstition.
Meanwhile, in Western numerology 4 corresponds with solidity and earthy stability. In Angelic
Numerology, according to Doreen Virtue, 4 is the ultimate angel number.
5 – Center earth (in my terminology: inner earth). Corresponding direction: Center.
Five yellows: considered the most unlucky in Flying Star Feng Shui, bringing illness, financial and
other disasters and ill luck.

Meanwhile in Western numerology it corresponds with individual freedom.
6 – Divine number; number of man, breadwinner, divine help and deities. Big metal.
Corresponding direction: North-West. White star number – very lucky.
7 – Very unlucky number, associated with violence, war, discord and burglary. Small metal, young
woman, mouth, communication. Corresponding direction: West.
Complete contradiction to Western Numerology, where 7 corresponds with power and those who are
kings/rulers.
8 – The luckiest white number, bringing many types of prosperity, luck and fortune. Corresponds with
infinity and never ending prosperity. Mountain earth. Young man.
Corresponding direction: North-east.
9 – The Great Multiplier and the Purple Star of Future Prosperity. Future, endings, enjoying fruits of
one’s labor, sun, fire, heat. Corresponding direction: South.

HOW TO USE FENG SHUI NUMEROLOGY
1. Use auspicious numbers as much as you can in any numerical values you can control. Of course, as
described above: number of your house or apartment, phone number, bank account, car license plate.
Most of the time we cannot control these numbers, but if you can, jump on the right ones: these would
be the numbers containing the white numbers and especially ending in 8.
2. When displaying fruit, decorating, performing rituals, etc., it’s good to use the number of items
according to the lucky numbers above, especially 1, 6 and 8. 9 is good too.
3. If you sell any products or content, price them according to the same principle: use the lucky
numbers and/or end your price in 8, whenever possible.
How the knowledge of Chinese numerology can help you with any other
Lada Ray Manifestation & Prosperity Rituals
IMPORTANT! In Chinese numerology, unlike in the Western numerological tradition, we don’t add
numbers. We just use them cumulatively.
For example, in Western numerology we would add numbers to arrive at a single digit, such as 18 =
1+8 = 9. This is the end result. In Eastern/Chinese numerology we simply go by the digits contained in
the number. In this example it’s 18. Containing 2 white numbers, it is auspicious indeed! Or, say
number 178 – 1 and 8 are very auspicious, but 7, considered the number of violence and discord – not
so much. Again, we do not add the digits of this number – we interpret it as a whole combo.
Therefore, when performing any ritual I recommend that you go by this rule. For example, for the
Prosperity Tree Ritual, hang the number of Prosperity Envelopes that contains as many auspicious
digits as possible. Such as: 6, 8, 9, 18, 48, 68, 88, 98, 108, 118, 168, 188, 198.
You get the drift. You may also use this system to ensure that the total of cash inside your envelopes
amounts to an auspicious combination.
Same goes for I Ching coins. NOTE: we also often go by number 3, as in trinity. Therefore, hanging
three coins tied with red string is also very auspicious.
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